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Abstract: AC electrical conduction through the

human

EXPERIMENT

tooth has been analyzed by measuring the tooth impedance

in-vitro with LCR meter and construction of electrical
of the tooth. The impedance has predominantly

model

resistive character when the file tip inserted in the tooth

canal has not reached the apical foramen and

drops
significantly when the apical foramen is reached. Several
circuit models are discussed that could model AC curuent

conduction through the tooth.

A more exact approach is

shown by using 3D numerical simulation.

Most frequently, the so called apex-locator devices are
analyzed in-vivo and the results are compared to other
accepted techniques for working length determination
(radiographic, tactile, ...). This method is suitable for
analysis of the device itself but not for evaluation of the
measuring method. In order to examine the impedance of
the human tooth we used an HP 4284 LCR meter and
measured the impedance of the root canal in vitro as shown
in Fig. l.

INTRODUCTION

In dentistry several examination techniques are taking
advantage of current conduction properties through the
dental tissues. The conduction depends on the shape of the
electrical signal that is applied to the tooth, the location and
geometry of attached electrode(s) and on the electrical

electrode I

(file)'....

properties of the dental tissues in combination with the
tooth geometry. All these parameters vary which makes
analysis of conduction through the tooth a difficult task.
Basic tissues determining current conduction through
the tooth are the enamel, dentin and the pulp. Electrical
properties of these tissues are determined by specific
conductivities and relative dielectric constants. These
properties may be frequency dependant, can be anisotropic
or even nonlinear. Although some data on electrical
properties of parts of the tooth exits in the literature ll, 2), a
thorough investigation has not yet been performed. In this
work we discuss the models for analysis of AC electrical
conduction through the human tooth.
Various diagnostic techniques are taking advantage of
current conduction through the tooth. The "simplest" use is

injection of electrical pulses to test the tooth vitality
Current conduction is also used as a test for caries
detection, especially in cases where caries is difficult or
impossible to detect by visual inspection (carries in pits and
fissures) or by radiographic method. Another important
method using current conduction is measurement of the
root canal length during endodontic treatment, when the
pulp is removed and the root canal and the pulp chamber
are cleaned and sealed. This treatment necessitates exact
determination of the root end to which the root canal should
be cleaned and filled (apical foramen).Both overfilling and
underfilling decrease the overall success rate of endodontic
treatment. In this method a file is inserted into a root canal

and an AC signal is applied between the file and the
electrode positioned somewhere on the oral mucosa.
Significant drop of the impedance occurs when the file tip
has reached the apical foramen

exact determination.

which is used in favor for its

nlln

Figure

l: Measurement

setup.

By this method we are able to distinguish the character
of the impedance at various positions of the file tip in the
canal and various conditions of the canal (fluids in the
canal, foramen size, ...). As the results in Fig. 2 suggest, the
impedance has predominantly a resistive character when the
file is inside the canal and the tip of the file has not yet
reached the apical foramen. When the file tip is close to the
apical foramen, the resistive component significantly drops
while the reactive component drops less. This can be well
presented by plouing the amplitude and the phase of the
impedance.
The impedance drop is not yet a clear measure of the

reached apical foramen as the teeth vary in geometry as
well as electrical properties. As a result, commercial
devices measure impedance at various frequencies and by
cartain manupulation of the obtained values determine the
root length and locate the apical foramen. Typically, ratio
or difference between the values is used as a measure. By
this approach it is to a certain extent possible to eliminate
the variations in the tooth geometry and electrical
parameters and particularly the preparation of the root
canal. It is claimed that these devices correctly determine
the apical foramen regardless of the presence of various
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It however appears, that the method is not
suitable in cases of enlarged apical portion of the canal or
when the root apex is not yet fully formed (young people).
canal fluids.

A

of

better understanding
current conduction is thus
necessary in order to improve the measurement methods.

(l

kHz, skHz, 1 okHz, 20kHz)

from admitance values. From the measurements in Fig.2
with the file tip position lmm over the apical foramen R, is
about 6000 and C, about 3 prF.R.6 cäll be determined at the
position of the file tip 3mm before apical foramen, resulting
in R.6 around 8kO. This value is only approximate. The
total impedance should have also a frequency dependant
term when the file tip is away from the apical foramen and
the C, frequency dependant term is not sufficient to model
it. For better determination of circuit parameters and
connections, the measurements should be performed in a
wider frequency range.

The most exact modeling of electrical conduction in
tooth is possible by numerical modeling. A discretized set
of Maxwell's equations is solved for a three dimensional
model taking into account electrical properties of the tooth.
Such modeling has been performed using electromagnetic
simulation package EMAS [4]. Results in Fig. 3 show

-2-1012

1.5. l0 and20kHz.

significant differences in current conduction for two
positions of the file tip in the canal. In case the file tip has
not reached the apical foramen the current flows
predominantly through the dentin, while the file tip
positioned through the apical foramen results in significant

ELECTRICAL MODELS

current increase of conduction through the apical foramen
and also decreased conduction through the dentin.

Distance from appical

foramen

[mm]

Figure 2: Tooth impedance Z with separated real Real(Z)
and imaginary "lmag(Z) components for AC frequencies

The current conduction through the tooth can
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modeled by a simple network of RC elements as shown in
Fie.3.

ABC
Figure 3: Current conduction through the tooth modeled
with circuits A, B or C.
The simplest model (A) assumes only a resistive
component (R.n) in the canal which depends on the position

of the file tip inside the canal. RC

elements

in

parallel

describe the conduction through tissues surrounding the
tooth. An improved model (B) takes into account also a
reactive component (capacitor C.r,) in the canal in parallel
with the resistor. In order to include in the model also the
current conduction through the dentin, an additional

Figure 4: Current conduction in case the file tip has not
reached the apical foramen (left) and in case the file tip is
positioned lmm through the apical foramen (right).
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RC component should be added between the electrodes

l 995.

tip has reached the apical foramen the canal
resistance equals zero. Then, R, and C, can be determined

the file
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